MODEL 5807 FLEXIBLE LINE QUICK CONNECT GREASE INJECTION TOOL

A Safe, Efficient and Effective Alternative to Common Grease Needles

Lincoln’s flexible line design keeps your hands away from the needle when attaching and detaching the grease coupler. The flex line prevents needles from becoming bent or broken.

The Model 5807 Flex Hose grease needle:
• Provides a solution to noisy sealed bearings, joints, chassis pivot points, dry splines, etc.
• Provides a way to apply a long-lasting lubricant into close-fitting areas
• Allows access into difficult-to-reach areas
• Includes a quick-connect coupler to limit grease by-pass
• Includes a threaded protective cap that removes and reattaches safely and easily
• Quickly attaches to all 3- and 4-jaw grease couplers

The solutions offered by this tool are endless. The special, flexible design eliminates the replacement costs from failures associated with standard needle assemblies.

For hand grease guns only

IDEAL FOR AUTOMOTIVE, TRUCK, RV’S, AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
MODEL 5805
IMPACT FITTING CLEANER

Grease that has hardened in a fitting or joint often forces equipment out of service for disassembly and repair. Lincoln’s new Impact Fitting Cleaner flushes lubricant passages of dried or separated grease. The Model 5805 clears blockages so that fresh grease can be applied.

- Clears hardened grease from fittings and joints
- Eliminates the need to disassemble joints or replace fittings
- Forces light oil through clogged lubrication points
- Includes:
  - Steel drive cylinder
  - Hardened piston
  - Safety shield
  - High-pressure hose for hard-to-access fittings
  - Spare drive seals
  - Lincoln’s Model 5852 coupler

A TIME-SAVING ALTERNATIVE TO FITTING REPLACEMENT AND JOINT DISASSEMBLY